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ABSTRACT
The Wetsuit Effect: Physiological Response to Wearing a Wetsuit
By
Aaron Michael Prado
Dr. John Mercer, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Kinesiology and Nutrition Sciences
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of wearing a
wetsuit on resting cardiovascular parameters (mean arterial pressure (MAP),
rate-pressure product (RPP), and heart rate variability (HRV)). Furthermore, the
position (i.e., upright vs. prone) as well as the wetsuit size were explored as
possible factors that influence the cardiovascular parameters. Twelve male
participants (79.1±5.1 kg, 178.4±2.9 cm, 33.3±12.1 years) granted written consent
and were assigned two wetsuits based on height, weight, and corresponding
manufacturer recommendations. SWS signified the smallest possible wetsuit the
subject could fit into according to recommendations, LWS signified the largest
wetsuit the subject could fit into, and NWS signified no wetsuit. After wetsuit
assignment, participants were fit with a heart rate transmitter chest strap. Order
of conditions was counterbalanced with random assignment. For each condition,
heart rate and systolic/diastolic blood pressure were measured in both a
standing position and a prone position. For each wetsuit size condition and
position, heart rate was measured and recorded via a Polar heart rate monitor for
iii

5 minutes continuously, while blood pressure was measured at the wrist 3 times
over the 5 min period at equal intervals between each measurement (t=100 sec,
200 sec, 300 sec) and averaged. This process (5 min heart rate recording, 3 blood
pressure measurements during the 5 min recording) was repeated in a standing
and prone position for all conditions. Data were analyzed using a 2 (position) x 3
(wetsuit) repeated measures ANOVA (α=.05) for MAP, RPP, LF, HF, LF/HF
ration, and SDNN. When 'wetsuit condition' was a significant main effect, a
simple effects post hoc test was run comparing the NWS to SWS and LWS.
Results showed no dependent variables were influenced by an interaction
between position and wetsuit condition. MAP and LF/HF ratio were both
influenced by wetsuit condition. MAP was significantly higher for SWS than
NWS (p=.024), while LF/HF ratio was significantly lower for SWS compared to
NWS (p=.032). RPP, LF, LF/HF ratio, and HF were all influenced by position
with RPP (p=<.001), LF (p=<.001), LF/HF ratio (p=.001) being significantly less
and HF (p=<.001) being significantly higher in the prone position. It is apparent
that wearing a small, tight-fitting wetsuit significantly alters important
cardiovascular parameters. These cardiovascular changes indicate that this type
of wetsuit may be a contributing factor in triathlon-related morbidity.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The USA Triathlon (USAT), the official governing body of triathlons in the
United States, reported that from 2003 to 2011 there were a total of 43 eventrelated deaths at sanctioned races (USAT 2012). Of these 43 deaths, 30 have
occurred during the swim portion of the race. This same report also noted that
the deaths were not related to length of the swim, the method of swim start,
participant experience, or age. Furthermore, the mechanism and cause of death
remains a mystery. In their report, USAT did not review autopsy information but
did conclude that “available data indicates the swimming fatalities appear to be
caused by episodes of sudden cardiac death” (USAT 2012, p. 7).
In a separate study, Harris et al. (2010) reported that from 2006 to 2008
there were 14 fatalities during triathlon events, 13 of which occurred during the
swim. Drowning was the declared cause of each of these deaths, as opposed to
sudden cardiac death. This study did review autopsy information, which
indicated that 7 of the 9 athletes whose autopsy was available showed some
cardiovascular abnormalities which could have contributed to death. Despite
this, the authors concluded that the fatalities were likely due to “logistical factors
and adverse environmental conditions”, including crowded swim starts and
exposure to cold and turbulent water.
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The use of wetsuits during the swim portion of the triathlon is widespread
due to their numerous benefits to swim performance. These benefits have been
widely studied and reported (Chatard et al. 1995; Cordain et al. 1991; De Lucas et
al. 2000). However, it is not known if wearing a wetsuit influences the risk for
cardiac events.
Proposing a mechanism for the relatively high number of triathlon
swimming deaths has proven to be difficult and is only speculative at this point.
Regarding sudden cardiac death, Tipton and Shattock (2012) have offered a new
hypothesis, termed autonomic conflict, which relates cardiac death to a sudden
and simultaneous activation or increase in activation of both the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous systems. This autonomic conflict between the two
branches of the nervous system is thought to trigger a sudden and potentially
fatal arrhythmia. Wetsuits, particularly a tight fitting wetsuit, could influence
this activation by altering the arterial baroreflex function resulting in a
deregulation of blood pressure.
Swimming-induced acute pulmonary edema has also been hypothesized
as another proposed cause of triathlon swimming deaths (USAT 2012;
Dressendorfer 2013). This condition is thought to be caused by a swimmer
experiencing an elevation in blood volume at both the lungs and the heart due to
immersion in water. This abnormal increase in central vascular volume can
produce high blood pressure in the lungs. The capillaries in the lungs will then
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hemorrhage due to the increase in pressure in the pulmonary system. The
hemorrhaging in these capillaries then produces the indicatory sign and
symptom of pulmonary edema- profuse frothy hemoptysis, or coughing up
blood. A tight wetsuit, among other factors, may be a trigger for the
development of acute pulmonary edema. Combined with cold water immersion,
which increases central vascular volume and blood pressure, a wetsuit that
constricts the chest and neck can increase both inspiration resistance and
peripheral vascular resistance, thus making respiration more difficult and
creating a hypertensive environment. These “wetsuit effects”, though not likely
the direct cause of any fatalities, when combined with other environmental,
logistical, and physiological factors might be contributory.
Mean arterial pressure (MAP), rate pressure product (RPP), and heart rate
variability (HRV) are all easily measurable cardiovascular indicators of the
physiological response to a stimulus (Fagard 2001; Du et al. 2005). HRV has
especially been useful as a way to both stratify the extent of damage in patients
who have experienced cardiac events, and to evaluate risk in populations with
no previous signs or symptoms of cardiac disease. In both these situations, low
variability has been consistent with greater damage for the former and higher
risk for the latter (Task Force 1996). Furthermore, HRV analysis provides insight
to the activation of both branches of the autonomic nervous system as it relates to
the cardiovascular system. It is widely accepted that the HF component reflects
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parasympathetic modulation and that both the LF and LF/HF ratio reflect the
interplay between the sympathetic and parasympathetic modulation (Task Force
1996).
Body position- lying down, sitting, or standing- has also been shown to
influence cardiovascular parameters and must not be overlooked in any
examination of the cardiovascular system (Netea et al. 2003). Swimming is a task
where participants are primarily in a prone position, depending on the stroke,
and thus in order to test these parameters effectively a similar body position
should be utilized.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of wearing a
wetsuit on resting cardiovascular parameters (MAP, RPP, and HRV).
Furthermore, the position (i.e., standing vs. prone) as well as the wetsuit size will
be explored as possible factors that influence the cardiovascular parameters.
Research Questions
What is the influence of wearing a wetsuit on resting MAP, RPP, and HRV?
What is the influence of different sizes of wetsuits on resting MAP, RPP, and
HRV?
What is the influence of body position on resting MAP, RPP, and HRV?
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Significance of the Study
Although the fatality rate of competing in a triathlon is minimal, the fact
that an overwhelming majority of these deaths occur during the swim, an event
where wetsuits are frequently utilized, is alarming and warrants further inquiry.
Perhaps most importantly, there currently exists no research whatsoever testing
the physiological effects, specifically on the cardiovascular system, of wearing a
wetsuit. The significance of this study is to provide such research and perhaps
give further insight to the phenomenon of the deaths of seemingly healthy and fit
individuals who compete in triathlon-type events.
Statistical Hypotheses
The null hypothesis for the 3 wetsuit conditions was that there would be
no differences in MAP, RPP, and HRV between the control or no wetsuit
condition (NWS), the large wetsuit (LWS) condition, and small wetsuit (SMS)
condition. The alternate hypothesis was that there would be a difference in MAP,
RPP, and HRV between the control, LWS, and SWS conditions.
The null hypothesis for body position was that for each wetsuit condition
there would be no difference in MAP, RPP, and HRV between standing and
prone positions. The alternate hypothesis was that for each condition there
would be a difference in MAP, RPP, and HRV between standing and prone
positions.
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The null hypothesis was that there would be no interaction for MAP, RPP,
and HRV between position (standing and prone) and wetsuit condition (control,
LWS, SWS). The alternate hypothesis was that there would be interaction
between position (standing and prone) and wetsuit condition (control, LWS,
SWS).
Limitations/Delimitations
1.) Only males were included as subjects for this study
2.) Only one model of wetsuit was utilized.
3.) The wetsuits were limited to four sizes.
4.) All measurements were recorded at resting conditions on dry land. Wetsuits
are typically worn while submerged in water and while swimming.
5.) Only prone and standing body positions were included.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions are given for the purpose of clarification.
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP): Measure of pressure in the peripheral arteries
when the heart is under contraction
Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP): Measure of pressure in the peripheral arteries
between heartbeats.
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RR interval: Time period measured in milliseconds between the peak of one QRS
complex to the peak of the next. This is used to determine heart rate.
Heart Rate Variability (HRV): Oscillation in the interval between consecutive
heart beats. These variations may be evaluated by a number of methods
including time domain, frequency domain, and non-linear methods.
Rate Pressure Product (RPP): Product of heart rate and systolic blood pressure.
This is a measure of the workload or oxygen demand of the heart, and reflects
hemodynamic stress.
Large Wetsuit (LWS): Largest wetsuit a subject may fit into according to
manufacturer recommendations.
Small Wetsuit (SWS): Smallest wetsuit a subject may fit into according to
manufacturer recommendations.
SDNN: A variable utilized within the time domain to quantify HRV. Standard
deviation of the normal RR intervals. The SDNN reflects the overall variation
within the RR interval series.
Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP): Average arterial pressure during one cardiac
cycle. Calculated using systolic and diastolic blood pressure and heart rate.
MAP= DBP + [0.33 + (HR x 0.0012)] x [SBP-DBP]
LF: Measure of variability in the frequency domain. It is the power, or variance,
within low frequency range of 0.04–0.15 Hz. Measured in ms2
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LF norm: Measure of variability in the frequency domain. It is the LF power in
normalized units(n.u.). Reflects the amount of sympathetic activity. The
calculation for this variable is: LF/ (Total Power–VLF) X100
HF: Measure of variability in the frequency domain. It is the power in high
frequency range of 0.15–0.4 Hz. Measured in ms2
HF norm: Measure of variability in the frequency domain. Reflects the amount
of vagal or parasympathetic activity. HF power in normalized units(n.u.). The
calculation for this variable is: HF/ (Total Power–VLF) X100
LF/HF Ratio: Measure of variability in the frequency domain. Denotes the ratio
of the LF component and the HF component. Reflects the balance between
sympathetic and parasympathetic activation. This is the calculation: LF
[ms2]/HF [ms2]
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Death Reports
Over the past decade there has been a dramatic increase in popularity of
triathlon type events. The USAT estimates that from 2003 to 2011 there have been
nearly 23,000 sanctioned events with more than three million participants, with
those numbers continually increasing year after year. With this increase in
popularity, there has also been an increase in the number of triathlon-related
deaths. In 2012, the USAT published a study that evaluated all deaths occurring
in that same 9 year span. For each participant fatality, a panel of both medical
professionals and race directors reviewed information related to age, gender,
date of death, race format and length, and a brief explanation of circumstances of
each fatality. It is also important to note what was not reviewed in this
publication, which included: medical history, medical treatment received at the
event, autopsy reports, triathlon or other endurance competition experience,
individual event safety plans, available medical resources, and water
temperature and conditions. In the time period studied, 2003 to 2011, there were
a total of 45 fatalities, with one death involving a non- athlete who died from
injuries related to a bike crash. The overall reported death rate was one death per
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76,000 participants. Victims included 9 women and 35 men, ranging in ages of 24
to 76 years. Of the 45 deaths, 38 were due to non-traumatic factors with 31 of
these occurring during a swim. Thus, from 2003 to 2011, 72 percent of total
deaths and 82 percent of non-traumatic deaths occurred during the swim portion
of the race. The study concluded that all fatalities occurring during the swim
portion are probably the cause of episodes of sudden cardiac death (SCD). There
was also no clear evidence that swimming ability, anxiety, wetsuit factors, warmup or lack thereof, prior medical exams, or unusual medical problems were
responsible for the deaths during the swim. Furthermore, the death rate did not
seem to be related to the length of the race, the type of swim venue (lake, ocean,
river, etc.), or method of swim start (USAT 2012).
Utilizing the same statistics as the USAT study, Harris et al. (2010) studied
death rates in USAT sanctioned events from January 2006 to September 2008.
This included 2971 events with a total of 959,214 participants. They found that in
this time period, there were 14 total deaths occurring at 14 different events. 13 of
these, or approximately 93%, occurred while swimming. Victims in this subset of
data, similar to the USAT study, were predominantly male (11 men, 2 women)
and showed similar range in ages (28- 65 years). Of particular interest in this
study, which led this team of researchers to their conclusion and
recommendations, was that triathlon events experiencing a participant death had
far more total number of participants (1319) than events where no deaths
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occurred (318). Thus, Harris et al. (2010) concluded that it was not sudden
cardiac death that was the cause, but rather a combination of logistical factors,
particularly the large number of athletes entering the water simultaneously, and
harsh environmental conditions which were responsible.
Since 2011, the last year included in the official USAT report, there have
been 22 additional triathlon-related deaths. In 2012, which to date has seen the
most number of fatalities, there were a total of 14 deaths, with 13 (93%) occurring
during the swim and 1 during the bike portion. These deaths took place over
4310 sanctioned events with a total of 565,325 finishers. The death rate for this
year was the highest it has ever been at 1 death per 40,000 participants. Again,
most victims were male, 13 of the 14, and had similar ranges in age as previous
reports (34-69 years) (Creswell, 2013).
Reports from 2013 indicate there were a total of 4084 sanctioned events
with 512,972 participants and 8 deaths. Of the victims, 6 were men and 2 were
women, ranging in age from 31 to 70 years. The death rate for 2013 was 1 death
per 64,000 participants. Of the 8 deaths, 5 took place during the swim, 2 during
the bike, and 1 during the run (Creswell, 2013).
Combining data from all years reported, 2003-2013, there have been 67
total triathlon related deaths. Not including the death of one non- athlete, 54 of
the victims were men while 12 were women. Range of ages for victims was 24 to
76 years. Disregarding the traumatic deaths in the USAT report, and not
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knowing the status of traumatic related in deaths in 2012 and 2013, there have
been a total of 60 non-traumatic deaths. Of these 60 deaths, 49 (82%) have
occurred during the swim portion.
The fatality rate of 1 death per 76,000 participants in the USAT report is
similar in comparison to rates seen in another popular endurance competition:
marathon running. Utilizing 20 years of data from both the London and Twin
Cities marathon, Pedoe (2007) and Maron et al. (1996) reported fatality rates of 1
death per 50,000 for the Twin Cities and 1 death per 81,000 for the London
marathon. A recent study by Kim et al. (2012), using data from both marathons
and half marathons run in the United States for the years 2000 to 2010, found a
much lower fatality rate with only one death occurring per 259,000 participants.
Sudden Cardiac Death
As stated previously, nearly all non-traumatic deaths occurring during a
triathlon were related to sudden cardiac death (SCD). Sudden cardiac death can
be described as an unexpected natural death occurring from a cardiac cause that
occurs within a short period of time, typically less than one hour from the onset
of symptoms and is accompanied with no other prior potentially fatal condition
(Zipes and Wellens, 1998).
There are an estimated 4,300 sports-related SCDs in the U.S. annually,
which may occur during all forms of athletic activity (Marijon et al. 2011). Risk
factors for SCD include age, hypertension, left ventricular hypertrophy,
12

decreased vital capacity, and weight (Zipes and Wellens, 1998). The treatment for
sudden cardiac arrest is prompt bystander CPR, early defibrillation (within a few
minutes), and follow-up hospital care. Even with prompt medical attention the
survival rate for sports-related sudden cardiac arrest remains low, between 10
and 29 percent (USAT 2012, Kim et al. 2012).
Most episodes of SCD are thought to be due to an underlying, often
unrecognized, abnormal heart condition such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
(HCM) or coronary atherosclerosis (Kim et al. 2012). The type of heart disease
associated with sudden death during exercise will differ with age. Typically,
athletes 40 years or older are more likely to experience sudden death as a result
of complication due to atherosclerosis while younger athletes who die suddenly
during exercise are more likely to have HCM (Noakes ,2002). It is important to
note that neither of these diseases are caused by exercise, no matter the length or
intensity. The exact cause of coronary atherosclerosis remains unknown but is
related to various risk factors which include: smoking, alcohol consumption,
hypertension, elevated blood cholesterol levels, family history of heart disease,
high BMI and waist to hip circumference ratio, and lack of physical activity
(Noakes, 2002). HCM is thought to have a genetic basis, and is the result of at
least four different genetic mutations on chromosomes 1, 11, 14, and 15 (Maron et
al. 1995).
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It is known that participation in regular physical activity, especially
activities performed during triathlon competition (swimming, cycling, running),
is associated with an increase in left ventricular wall thickness. This increase in
thickness of the left ventricle in athletes has been aptly termed “athletes heart.”
As expected, most athletes will exhibit some minor increases in left ventricular
wall thickness due to their training, with athletes who participate regularly in
endurance sports exhibiting the greatest increases (Rawlins et al. 2009). It
remains difficult, however, to differentiate between athlete’s heart and HCM.
The former being the result of training and the latter signifying a significant risk
factor for SCD. Upon review of the autopsy reports in their study, Harris et al.
(2010) found that 6 of the 14 victims did indeed exhibit mild left ventricular
hypertrophy, ranging in measurement from 15mm to 17mm in thickness. Normal
measurements are below 12 mm while measurements seen in patients with HCM
are greater the 16mm. These findings represent a “grey zone” between the
extremes of physiological adaptation and a mild expression of HCM (Rawlins et
al. 2009). One measure that may be helpful to clarify the line between health and
disease is the size of the left ventricular cavity. Findings indicate that more than
30 percent of athletes have an enlarged left ventricular cavity greater than 55mm,
whereas values below 45mm are more common in people with HCM. Thus, the
diagnosis of HCM becomes much more likely and athlete’s heart much less likely
as the thickness of the left ventricular wall increases as the size of the cavity
decreases (Noakes, 2002).
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In describing the risks and causes of SCD, it is important to note that if the
pathologies that influence SCD are present, they will be present in both training
as well as actual events. With this in mind, Tipton and Shatton (2012) have
proposed a possible mechanism for SCD explaining the high proportion of
deaths in triathlon occurring during the swim. “Autonomic conflict” is the term
used to describe when both divisions of the autonomic nervous system are
simultaneously activated resulting in cardiac arrhythmia, and possibly, death. A
typical way to induce such a response is a rapid submersion in cold water while
attempting to hold one’s breath. Doing so activates two autonomic responses
known as the cold shock response and the diving response.
The cold shock response is a pattern of reflexes directed by thermoreceptors in the skin which cause an increase in heart rate, a respiratory gasp,
uncontrollable hyperventilation, peripheral vasoconstriction, and hypertension.
The diving response results from submersion in water and is a reflex shared by
all mammals. When the face is submerged, receptors that are sensitive to cold
within the nasal cavity and other areas of the face relay the information to the
brain activating the parasympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system.
This results in slowing of heart rate and peripheral vasoconstriction. Blood is
removed from the limbs and all organs but the heart and the brain as a way to
conserve oxygen and extend the time underwater.
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Tipton (2013) argues it is possible that during a competitive open water
swim, there are circumstances that might arise which could elicit or increase the
likelihood of autonomic conflict, leading to a fatal arrhythmia. One of the
problems in testing this mechanism is that because it describes an electrical
disturbance of the heart it is not possible to detect post-mortem.
Wetsuits
The use of wetsuits in triathlon competition are regulated by the
International Triathlon Union (ITU), the governing body of triathlons
worldwide. In their guidelines it states that for open and elite category athletes
competing in Olympic distance races, wetsuits may be worn when water
temperatures are below 20o C (68o F). For amateur and age-group athletes, this
temperature threshold is increased to 22o C, or 71.6o F (ITU 2013).
In the US, the USAT regulates and enforces the use of wetsuits in triathlon
competition. These guidelines are essentially similar to that put forth by the ITU,
except that age groups participants may use wetsuits with water temperatures
up to 84o F with the caveat that age group participants who wear a wetsuit at
temperatures between 78 and 84o F are no longer eligible for prizes or awards.
Also, for elite athletes the wetsuit maximum temperature is 68 degrees for swim
distances less than 3000 meters and 71.6 degrees for distances of 3000 meters or
greater. The final regulation is related to wetsuit thickness. Beginning in 2013, the
use of wetsuits exceeding five millimeters in thickness are not permitted at any
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USAT-sanctioned event. It should also be noted that with the growing number of
triathlons, each event may set its own rules and regulations regarding wetsuit
use (USAT, 2014).
The utilization of a wetsuit during triathlon competition may provide
many benefits. Wetsuits have been shown to have thermoregulatory effects and
can mitigate the risk of hyperthermia during a race. Lowdon et al. (1992) found
that wearing a wetsuit, compared with a regular swimsuit or a lycra suit,
resulted in higher rectal, chest, and auxiliary temperatures, along with a higher
comfort rating in various temperatures of water. Furthermore, wearing a wetsuit
results in an increase of core body temperature during a swim without
significantly changing heart rate, oxygen uptake, thermal sensation or
subsequent cycling performance (Kerr et al. 1998).
Further benefits of wearing a wetsuit are related to performance. Wetsuits
increase buoyancy, which allows the body to be held in a more horizontal
position, contributing to a lower frontal surface area and consequent drag force.
The drag force, or resistant force of moving through the water, at a given velocity
may be reduced by 14-22% given the enhanced floatation and the smooth surface
provided by the wetsuit (Chatard et al. 1995, Toussaint et al. 1989). The reduction
in drag force, combined with increased buoyancy, results in lower oxygen
uptake at a given velocity (Trappe et al., 1996). This means that by utilizing the
same amount of energy, swimmers can maintain a higher velocity when wearing
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a wetsuit. Thus, the improvement in performance, measured in swim time, from
wearing a wetsuit has been shown to be 3.2—10% for 400 m, 800m, 1500m and 30
minute swim trials compared to results using competitive swimsuits (Chatard et
al 1995 ; Cordain et al. 1991 ; De Lucas et al. 2000 ; Tomikawa et al. 2008 ; Lowdon
et al. 1992).
In addition to this research, wetsuits have also been shown to improve
subsequent cycling performance. Delextrat et al. (2003) compared cycling
efficiency in both wetsuit and no wetsuit trials by combining a 750 meter swim
followed by 10 minutes of cycling at ventilatory threshold. They found that when
wearing a wetsuit, cycling efficiency improved by 12.1%. Furthermore, heart
rate, stroke cadence, and blood lactate concentrations were lower when wearing
a wetsuit. This they attributed to the decreased relative swim intensity made
possible by the wetsuit. Thus, the energy saved over the course of the swim leg,
as the result of the various performance benefits of a wetsuit, could be used in
the cycling and running portions of the race and enhance overall triathlon
performance.
Blood Pressure
Blood pressure is regulated in the body through a feedback inhibition
mechanism, which is shown by the interplay between both branches of the
autonomic nervous system. As blood pressure rises, arterial walls begin to
stretch. This stretch stimulates baroreceptors located in the carotid sinus, the
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aortic arch, and baroreceptors at other locations in the neck and thorax. As these
baroreceptors are stimulated they send impulses to the brain. In order to
decrease blood pressure, there is an increase in the activation of the
parasympathetic branch along with a decrease in activation of the sympathetic
branch resulting in a reduction of heart rate and vasodilation. Vasodilation of the
system decreases total peripheral resistance while reduction in heart rate lowers
cardiac output (Rhoades and Tanner 2003).
Blood pressure, along with heart rate, respiratory rate, and body
temperature, is one of the universal vital signs utilized by health professionals in
assessing the health of a patient and the status of various body functions. Blood
pressure is typically given as two numbers: a systolic measure and a diastolic
measure. Systolic blood pressure refers to the maximal pressure in the
cardiovascular system when the heart contracts, while diastolic blood pressure
refers to the pressure when the heart is relaxed. Normal or healthy ranges for
blood pressure are <120 mmHg systolic and <80 mmHg diastolic. Measurements
from 120 to 140 mmHg systolic and 80 to 90 mmHg diastolic refer to prehypertension, while any systolic measures >140 mmHg and diastolic measures
>90 mmHg are classified as hypertension (Pickering et al. 2005).
Elevated blood pressure, or hypertension, poses significant health risk.
The relationship between blood pressure and risk of cardiovascular-related
events is continuous, consistent, and independent of other risk factors. The
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higher the blood pressure (at rest), the greater the chance of heart attack, heart
failure, stroke, and kidney diseases (Chobanian et al. 2004). Along with being a
primary risk factor for a cardiac event, hypertension may also become a relative
contraindication for exercise which may only be superseded if the benefits of
exercise outweigh the risk. This would be true for individuals with severe
arterial hypertension (systolic BP of >200mm Hg and/or a diastolic of BP of
>110mm Hg) at rest (Gibbons et al. 2002).
Blood pressure is typically measured via the Korotkoff technique where
the brachial is occluded by a cuff placed on the upper arm and inflated to a
pressure above systolic. As the cuff deflates, the blood flow that has been
occluded is established again and accompanied by sounds that can be heard
through a stethoscope. Interpretation of these sounds indicate both systolic and
diastolic pressure measurements (Pickering et al. 2005). Although many other
methods exist for measurement, most are built upon the premise outlined above.
Currently there exist countless devices that measure blood pressure and vary in
their size, manufacturer, and location of measurement (arm, finger, wrist, ankle,
etc.). The American Heart Association recommends that for all measurements the
device used has been validated and tested for accuracy (Pickering et al. 2005).
Validation protocols have been developed and are readily available from both
the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation and the British Hypertension
Society. Both protocols test all devices against 2 trained observers in 85 subjects.
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A new International Protocol requires comparison of the readings from the
device alternated with 5 mercury readings taken by 2 trained observers. Devices
receive approval for recommendation only if the systolic and diastolic readings
taken are at least within 5 mmHg of each other for 50 percent of all readings.
Only devices that have passed these or similar tests should be utilized for
measurement (Pickering et al. 2005).
Blood pressure readings are position-sensitive and will respond to
changes in both body position and arm position. Blood pressure measurements
most commonly occur when the subject is either sitting or in the supine position.
The two positions, however, will give different measurements. It is widely
accepted that diastolic pressure measured while sitting is higher than when
measured supine( typically about 5 mmHg), while there is less agreement about
systolic pressure. The position of the arm can also have a major influence on the
blood pressure reading. For example, if the upper arm is below the level of the
right the reading will be too high. Similarly, if the arm is above the heart level,
the reading will be too low. These differences can be attributed to the effects of
hydrostatic pressure and may be 10 mm Hg or more, or 2 mm Hg for every inch
above or below the heart level (Pickering et al. 2005). The last factor that may
influence blood pressure measurement is related to muscle tension. Isometric
contractions of the muscles on the arms where the measurement is taken may
raise the pressure reading and give inaccurate results.
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Heart Rate Variability
Heart rate variability (HRV) is a term that describes the variations
between consecutive heartbeats. The rhythm of the heart is controlled by the
sinoatrial node, which is modulated by both the sympathetic and
parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system. Sympathetic
activity tends to increase heart rate and its response is slow, while
parasympathetic activity tends to decrease heart rate and mediates faster. Along
with central control mechanisms, there are some feedback mechanisms that can
provide quick reflexes. One such mechanism is the arterial baroreflex. This reflex
is based on baroreceptors which are located on the walls of some large vessels
and can sense the stretching of vessel walls caused by pressure increase. Both
sympathetic and parasympathetic activity are influenced by baroreceptor
stimulation through a specific baroreflex arc. The continuous modulation of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic innervations results in variations in heart rate.
Heart rate variability is typically measured via a continuous
electrocardiographic record over a period of 5 min or 24 hours (Task Force 1996).
Heart rate monitors have also been shown to effectively capture heart rate data
that can be utilized for heart rate variability research, specifically when analyzing
5 min heart rate recordings (Vieira et al. 2012; Wallen et al. 2012; Quintana et al.
2012; Mateo et al. 2012).
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Variations in heart rate may be evaluated using a number of different
methods. These methods can be categorized by the domain used to evaluate the
data, either in the time domain or the frequency domain. In time domain
measures, either the heart rate at any point in time or the intervals between
successive normal QRS complexes are determined. Frequency domain methods
make use of various spectral analysis methods. Power spectral analysis provides
basic information regarding how power, or variance, is distributed as a function
of frequency. This may be performed by fast Fourier transform, autoregressive
modelling, or by wavelet decomposition.
Time domain parameters include the standard deviation of the normal to
normal RR interval. This normal to normal interval is established from the
corrected signals for both ectopic and missed beats. This is accomplished through
means of filtering or interpolation algorithms (Task Force 1996). The main
limitation of time domain parameters is the inability to discriminate between
parasympathetic and sympathetic activity.
The power spectrum of the HRV signal consists of 3 main frequency
bands that can be observed: very low frequency (VLF), low frequency (LF), and
high frequency (HF) components. Power in the LF and HF can also be expressed
in normalized units. The distribution of the power and central frequency of these
components are not fixed and can fluctuate in relation to the changes in the
autonomic modulation of heart rate. Thus, unlike time domain measures,
parameters in the frequency domain are able to give an indication of the activity
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of the autonomic nervous system. Specifically, the HF component has been
shown to relate to amount of efferent vagal or parasympathetic activity, while
the LF components is considered to be a marker of sympathetic modulation.
There is, however, some disagreement as to whether the LF component reflects
only sympathetic modulation or a combination of both sympathetic and
parasympathetic activity. Finally, the ratio of LF to HF, known as the LF/HF
ratio is considered to reflect sympatho- vagal balance and gives a good indication
of the sympathetic activity (Task Force 1996).
The clinical utility of HRV has only been recognized in 2 ways; as a risk
factor in predicting myocardial infarction (heart attack) and as an early warning
sign of diabetic neuropathy. However, high variability has been consistently
linked with cardiovascular health while low variability has been used to identify
those at risk for cardiac events or increasing their risk of developing cardiac
disease (Task Force 1996; Dewey et al. 2007; Tsuji et al 1996).
This finding has been particularly evident in studies comparing athletic
populations with sedentary groups. Aubert et al. (2001) compared HRV in both
the time and frequency domain between aerobic trained, anaerobic trained,
mixed type trained, and sedentary matched controls in order to study the effect
of different types of physical training on heart rate variability. They found that
only aerobic athletes showed evidence of increased vagal activity in the time
domain compared with control subjects. Furthermore, in the frequency domain,
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aerobic athletes presented with both higher low-frequency and high-frequency
power compared to controls. Another study found significantly higher time
domain variability in 14 middle aged (35-55) athletes when compared to a
sedentary age matched population (Aubert et al. 1996). Increased HRV was even
shown in comparing trained athletes at different times of a competitive season.
Furlan et al. (1993) examined two groups of endurance athletes: one group in a
rest period and one group during peak season. The peak season group showed
elevated sympathetic activity and higher parasympathetic activity compared to
the rest period group. These findings are consistent with a multitude of research
across various endurance type sports (cycling, running, etc.) where greater
aerobic capacity results in higher HRV (De Meersman 1993; Macor et al. 1996;
Jensen-Urstad et al. 1997).
Summary
Triathlon is becoming an increasingly popular sport. A very high
percentage of deaths that have occurred during a triathlon occur during the
swim. Death rates from triathlons are similar to death rates in other endurance
type events. The deaths are likely the cause of sudden cardiac death, which is
typically due to an underlying cardiac pathology. Wetsuits are commonly used
in triathlon competition due to the multiple performance benefits they provide.
Blood pressure and heart rate are regulated by the interplay between the two
branches of the autonomic nervous system. It has been suggested that when
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these two branches are activated simultaneously, a fatal arrhythmia may occur.
Measuring heart rate variability provides a way to measure autonomic activity.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS
Subject Characteristics
Twelve participants (79.1±5.1 kg, 178.4±2.9 cm, 33.3±12.1 yrs) were
recruited from the greater Las Vegas Area by word of mouth. Participant
inclusion criteria consisted of male adults ages 18-55, who self-identify as healthy
and fit, and who fit into at least 2 of the provided wetsuits ( 5’7’’- 6’4”, 159- 198
lbs). Participants granted institutionally approved written consent before
volunteering.
Instrumentation
Wetsuit
Four sizes of the same model of wetsuit were used in this study (HUUB
Design Limited, size-SMT M MT ML, Aerious model 4mm: 4mm thickness,
Derby, UK). The manufacturer recommended weight and height that
correspond to each size is included (Table 1).
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Size

Height

Weight

SMT

5’8” – 6’0”

160-179 lbs

M

5’7” – 6’1”

159-187 lbs

MT

5’11” – 6’3”

161-190 lbs

ML

5’10”-6’4”

177-198 lbs

Table 1 Manufacturer recommendations for selecting a wetsuit size. SMT: small
medium tall, M: medium, MT: medium tall, ML: medium- large.

Blood Pressure Cuff
Blood pressure measurements were obtained using a standard in-home
wrist/ arm blood pressure monitor (Omron R7 (HEM 637-IT) Omron, Kyoto,
Japan), which has been independently validated according to International
protocol (Topouchian et al. 2006). This device records blood pressure
oscillometrically with a measurement range of 0–299mmHg. SBP and DBP are
both displayed on a liquid crystal digital display. The inflation was performed
using an electric pumping system and the deflation by an automatic pressure
release valve. A standard size cuff applicable to a 13.5–21.5 cm wrist
circumference was provided.
Heart Rate Monitor
Heart rate measurements were performed using a Polar RS800CX heart
rate monitor set to R-R interval mode (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) along
with an electrode transmitter belt. This instrument has been previously validated
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for the accurate measurement of R-R intervals and for the purpose of analyzing
HRV (Gamelin et al. 2006; Nunan et al. 2009). A sampling frequency of 1,000 Hz,
providing a temporal resolution of 1 ms for each R–R period, was chosen. The
first 300 sec period of each recording was selected for analysis.
Procedures
Participants first read and then signed an institutionally approved
informed consent and were given a brief explanation of procedures. Each
participant was then assigned 2 different sizes of wetsuits. The large wetsuit
(LWS) signified the largest possible wetsuit of the four sizes available that the
subject could fit into according to manufacturer recommendations, while the
small wetsuit (SWS) signified the smallest size with which the subject could fit.
After wetsuit assignment, participants were fit with the electrode
transmitter chest strap. Participants were then randomly assigned the order of
conditions for measurements (NWS, SWS, and LWS). The order of measurement
was counterbalanced to accommodate for the total number of subjects. For each
condition, heart rate and systolic/diastolic blood pressure were measured in
both a standing position and a prone position with the subject lying face down
with their arms above their head. For each condition and position, heart rate was
measured and recorded via the Polar heart rate monitor for 5 minutes
continuously, while blood pressure was measured 3 times over the 5 min period
at equal intervals between each measurement (t=100 sec, 200 sec, 300 sec). In
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accordance with the standards of measurement for blood pressure, participants
held their left wrist, where the blood pressure cuff was placed, across their chest
at the height of their heart (O’Brien et al. 2013). The above process (5 min heart
rate recording, 3 blood pressure measurements during the 5 min recording) was
repeated in a standing and prone position for all conditions. Once all conditions
were completed, the blood pressure cuff and chest strap were removed, the
participant was asked if he or she had any questions, and the participant was
thanked for volunteering.
Data Analysis
After data collection was completed, the data obtained from the Polar
heart rate monitor were transferred to Polar Pro Trainer 5 software (Polar
Electro, Kempele, Finland) and each downloaded R-R interval file was then
further analyzed by means of Kubios HRV Analysis Software 2.1 (The
Biomedical Signal and Medical Imaging Analysis Group, Department of Applied
Physics, University of Kuopio, Finland). Heart rate was analyzed in the time and
frequency domains. The frequencies analyzed were: low (LF: 0.04-0.15 HZ) and
high (HF: 0.15-0.4 HZ). LF and HF were reported in normalized units which
represent the relative value of each power component in proportion to the total
power minus the very low frequency(<.04 HZ) component. Also included in the
frequency analysis was the ratio of LF/HF. LF In the time domain, the standard
deviation of all normal to normal RR intervals (SDNN), was utilized.
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RPP was calculated as the average heart rate over the time period
multiplied by the average systolic blood pressure. MAP was calculated using the
average systolic and diastolic blood pressures along with average heart rate.
Dependent variables (RPP, MAP, SDNN, LF norm, HF norm, LF/HF
ratio) were analyzed in SPSS Statistics 20 software (IBM; Armonk, NY) using a 2
(position) x 3 (wetsuit) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) for
each dependent variable(α=.05). When 'wetsuit condition' was a main effect,
simple effects post hoc test was run comparing the NWS to SWS and LWS.
Planned comparisons were conducted as follows:
Standing
-

MAPcontrol vs MAPLWS, RPPcontrol vs RPPLWS, LF norm control vs LF norm LWS, HF
normcontrol vs HF norm LWS, LF/HF ratio control vs LF/HF ratio LWS

-

MAPcontrol vs MAPSWS, RPPcontrol vs RPPSWS, LF norm control vs LF norm SWS, HF
normcontrol vs HF norm SWS, LF/HF ratio control vs LF/HF ratio SWS

-

MAPSWS vs MAPLWS, RPPSWS vs RPPLWS, LF norm SWS vs LF norm LWS, HF
normSWS vs HF norm LWS, LF/HF ratio SWS vs LF/HF ratio LWS

Prone
-

MAPcontrol vs MAPLWS, RPPcontrol vs RPPLWS, LF norm control vs LF norm LWS, HF
normcontrol vs HF norm LWS, LF/HF ratio control vs LF/HF ratio LWS
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-

MAPcontrol vs MAPSWS, RPPcontrol vs RPPSWS, LF norm control vs LF norm SWS, HF
normcontrol vs HF norm SWS, LF/HF ratio control vs LF/HF ratio SWS

-

MAPSWS vs MAPLWS, RPPSWS vs RPPLWS, LF norm SWS vs LF norm LWS, HF
normSWS vs HF norm LWS, LF/HF ratio SWS vs LF/HF ratio LWS
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The means and standard deviation values for each dependent variable for
each condition are presented in Table 2.

Wetsuit
Position

NWS

SWS

LWS

MAP
(mmHg)

Standing

92 ± 7

99 ± 10*

95 ± 8

Prone

93 ± 7

99 ± 13*

95 ± 9

RPP
(bpmxmmHg)

Standing†

9698 ± 1312

9890 ± 1046

9417 ± 1316

Prone

8009 ±997

8013 ± 2664

8282 ± 1097

HF
(n.u.)

Standing

11.7 ± 6.5

18.7 ± 12.3

16.3 ± 9.5

Prone‡

33.6 ± 14.1

39.5 ± 12.3

38.5 ± 16.7

LF
(n.u.)

Standing††

88.3 ± 6.6

81.4 ± 12.1

83.6 ± 9.5

Prone

66.3 ± 14.3

60.3 ± 12.3

61.4 ± 16.6

LF/HF Ratio

Standing†††

10.864 ± 8.397

5.927 ± 4.711**

7.529 ± 5.815

Prone

2.500 ± 1.440

1.841 ± 1.169**

2.093 ± 1.341

Standing

55.5 ± 23.4

55.1 ± 18.6

54.4 ± 18.0

Prone

73.8 ± 35.5

63.1 ± 34.3

59.2 ± 31.4

SDNN
(ms)

Table 2 Means ± SD for all dependent variables (MAP, RPP, HF, LF, LF/HF Ratio, SDNN). * and
** signify main effect for wetsuit size, specifically SWS vs NWS (* p=0.024, ** p=0.032). †, ††, and
††† signify main effect for position when standing value is increased († p=<.001, †† p=<.001, †††
p=.001). ‡ signifies main effect for position when prone value is increased (‡ p=<.001).
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MAP was not influenced by the interaction of position and wetsuit
condition (F (1, 2) =0.310, p=0.737), nor was it influenced by position (F (1, 11)
=0.012, p=0.914). MAP was, however, influenced by wetsuit condition (F (2, 22)
=3.832, p=0.037). Using post hoc tests, it was determined that MAP for NWS was
significantly less than the SWS (p=0.024), while NWS was not different than the
LWS (p=0.242). MAP of LWS was also not different than the SWS (p=.145).
RPP was not influenced by the interaction of position and wetsuit
condition (F (1, 2) =0.987, p=0.388), nor was it influenced by wetsuit condition (F
(2, 22) =0.054, p=0.948). RPP was influenced by position (F (1, 11) = 46.345,
p<.001). RPP in the prone position was significantly less than in the standing
position (p<.001) regardless of which wetsuit condition was tested (i.e., NWS,
SWS, LWS).
HF was not influenced by the interaction of position and wetsuit condition
(F (1, 2) =0.030, p=0.970), nor was it influenced by wetsuit condition (F (2, 22)
=2.983, p=0.071). HF was influenced by position (F (1, 11) =117.23, p<.001). HF in
the standing position was significantly less than the prone position (p<.001)
regardless of the wetsuit condition.
LF was not influenced by the interaction of position and wetsuit condition
(F (1, 2) =0.026, p=0.974), nor was it influenced by wetsuit condition (F (2, 22)
=2.970, p=0.072). LF was influenced by position (F (1, 11) =117.189, p<.001). LF
while standing was significantly greater than while prone (p=<.001).
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The ratio of LF and HF of the HRV analysis was not influenced by the
interaction of position and wetsuit condition (F (1, 2) =2.843, p=0.80). However,
this ratio was influenced by position such that it was lower during standing vs.
prone regardless of wetsuit condition (F (1, 11) =18.246, p=.001). Using post hoc
tests, it was determined that the ratio was also influenced by wetsuit condition (F
(2, 22) =4.280, p=0.028) such that the ratio for SWS was less than the ratio for
NWS (p=0.032), while the ratio for NWS was not different than the ratio for LWS
(p=.140). There was no significant difference in this ratio when comparing LWS
and SWS (p=.070).
SDNN was not influenced by the interaction of position and wetsuit
condition (F(1,2)=2.698,p=0.090), nor was it influenced by position
(F(1,11)=2.719,p=0.127) or the wetsuit condition (F(2,22)=3.041,p=0.068).
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
In relation to wetsuit use, it was determined that wetsuit size influenced
resting MAP and LF/HF ratio such that MAP was greatest and LF/HF ratio least
when the smallest wetsuit was worn. Furthermore, body position was shown to
influence resting values of RPP, HF, LF, and LF/HF ratio. RPP, LF, and LF/HF
ratio all displayed lower values in the prone position, while HF was higher in
this same position.
Based upon the analysis, it was determined that the alternate hypothesis for
wetsuit condition, which stated there would be differences in MAP and LF/HF
ratio between wetsuit conditions, was tenable and the null hypothesis was
rejected. It was determined that the null hypothesis for wetsuit condition, which
stated there would not be differences in RPP, LF, and HF, between wetsuit
conditions was tenable and the alternate hypothesis was rejected. The alternate
hypothesis for position, which stated that there would be a difference in RPP,
HF, LF, and LF/HF ratio between standing and prone positions, was tenable and
the null hypothesis was rejected. The null hypothesis for position was accepted
and the alternate hypothesis rejected for MAP. Furthermore, the hypothesis that
there would be an interaction between position and wetsuit condition was
determined to be rejected for all dependent variables.
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MAP
In the NWS condition, values for MAP measured 92±7mmHg in the standing
position and 93±7mmHg in the prone position. Sesso et al. (2000) showed similar
resting values of MAP for men under the age of 60. They observed the mean
resting MAP in this population to be 92.3±6.7 mmHg, with the highest and
lowest quartiles being > 97mmHg and < 88mmHg, respectively.
RPP
Normative values for RPP have also been established. Hui et al. (2000)
studied a population of 230 males who reported normative values of resting RPP
to be 9635± 2159. Another study by Bagali et al. (2012) found that resting RPP for
males ages 19-34 was 8242.58 ± 1267.70, while males from 35-54 were slightly
higher at 9313.14 ± 1699.33. The results of the current study show similar values
for resting RPP with the average values for all conditions and positions ranging
from 8009 to 9890.
HRV
Watanabe et al. (2007) utilized similar methods to the present study and
compared resting HRV measurements between different postural positions,
specifically supine vs prone, and prone vs sitting. They observed that in the
prone position compared to sitting upright, HF was greater while LF and LF/HF
ratio were lower. The results of the current study show similar findings when
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comparing the prone position to a standing position for these same dependent
variables.
Though all attempts to control for extraneous variables were utilized, such
confounding factors can and do exist. With respect to this study there were no
controls for percent body fat, or body type (meso, endo, or ecto), which may help
to explain subject variability. However, all subjects were required to fit into two
of the four wetsuits based upon manufacturer guidelines. These guidelines are
based only upon height and weight. It may be that a better fit might be a function
of factors such as percent body fat and body type, for example. We also did not
assess for any accommodation effects to the wetsuits. However, the multiple
measures within each condition were inspected and it was qualitatively
determined that measurements did not differ dramatically within each condition.
Another factor not controlled for was hydration level. Under normal conditions,
plasma osmolality regulates vasopressin secretion, which in turn constricts blood
vessels and increases blood pressure (Baron & Boulpaep 2003; Rhoades & Tanner
2003). Varying hydration levels will change plasma osmolality. As each
participant's hydration level and plasma osmolality may have varied, this may
have influenced subsequent blood pressure measures. However, because this
study utilized a repeated measures design and all measurements took place
within an hour of each other, hydration status could not have drastically differed
between conditions. Also, all measurements were taken at rest (i.e., no exertion)
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and qualitatively all subjects appeared to be both well- hydrated and wellnourished.
Participants in this study were all male. This was due to the fact that an
overwhelming majority of the victims in triathlon- related deaths have been male
(USAT 2012; Creswell 2013). Thus, the results of this study cannot be applied to
females. Future studies are needed to determine whether a wetsuit has any
influence on cardiovascular parameters in a female population. Only one model
of wetsuit with 4 sizes was utilized. It is not known if similar observations would
be made for other wetsuit models/brands, or other sizes. Furthermore, body
position was limited to standing and prone. It is not known whether other body
positions would exhibit similar observations. Finally, all measurements were
recorded on dry land. Wetsuits are typically worn when submerged in water
while engaging in physical activity. It is not known if or how these two factors,
water immersion and physical exertion, change the cardiovascular response in
comparison to similar measurements on land.
The overarching goal of this study was to understand if wetsuit size may be a
contributing factor in triathlon- related deaths. The results of this study show
that a smaller, tight-fitting wetsuit increases resting values for MAP. Sesso et al.
(2000) established that MAP values >97 mmHg for men under 60 years of age are
associated with increased risk for cardiac events. In the present study, mean
resting MAP values for both prone and standing positions of the SWS condition
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exhibit values within this upper quartile (Standing =99 ± 10mmHg, Prone= 99 ±
13mmHg). Neither the NWS or LWS wetsuit conditions showed a similar
response. It may be that wearing a smaller, tight-fitting wetsuit could contribute
to an increased risk of suffering a cardiac event during the
0swim portion of a triathlon. However, it is not known if this increase in MAP
is sustained once exercise begins and whether or not age is a factor.
It should be noted that a tight-fitting wetsuit alone is not a risk factor for
suffering a cardiac event. A tight-fitting wetsuit may, however, be a contributing
factor when combined with all other known and documented logistical and
environmental factors that are present during the swim leg of a triathlon event
which include: anxiety and stress of competition, physiological stress of
swimming, the large number of athletes entering the water simultaneously, cold
and choppy water, and difficulty identifying and providing quick and effective
medical care to struggling athletes (Harris et al. 2010; Tipton and Shatton 2012).
Tipton and Shatton (2012) have proposed a hypothesis for swimmingrelated triathlon deaths. They propose that upon immersion in cold water while
engaging in physical activity there may be a simultaneous activation of both the
parasympathetic and sympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous systems,
both of which regulate the cardiovascular system. This “autonomic conflict” is
likely to result in a catastrophic dysrhythmia, leading to death. The
cardiovascular system’s autonomic response can be measured by utilizing HRV
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analysis. The HF component has been shown to relate to the amount of
parasympathetic activity, while the LF component is considered to be a marker
of sympathetic activation. Furthermore, the LF/HF ratio is considered to reflect
sympatho- vagal balance and gives a good indication of sympathetic activity
(Task Force 1996). This study has shown that LF/HF ratio is reduced by wearing
a small, tight-fitting wetsuit and that HF is significantly higher in the prone
position. Reduction of LF/HF may occur in two ways, either by increasing HF or
by decreasing LF. Thus, when an individual wears a small, tight- fitting wetsuit
and assumes a prone position in the water, this position alone may contribute to
the autonomic conflict by increasing HF thus increasing parasympathetic
activity. However, the lower LF/HF ratio seen as a result of wearing this type of
wetsuit may or may not play a role in this autonomic conflict. Further studies
would likely include both water immersion and physical exertion (i.e.,
swimming) in their methods in order to determine this outcome.
Practical Application/Recommendations
Knowing what size wetsuit to buy is challenging for triathletes.
Anecdotally, many purchases are made on-line without even trying the wetsuit
on. Although manufacturers often allow for exchanges at no cost, there is still a
challenge finding the right size wetsuit. Based upon the results of this
experiment, it is critically important that the athlete have a correctly fitted
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wetsuit. Blood pressure may even be monitored while wearing a wetsuit in order
to both determine and minimize impending risk.
It is suggested that triathletes, retailers, and manufacturers pay particular
attention to sizing when it comes to wetsuit production, availability, and
selection. Because a tight-fitting wetsuit may increase the risk for developing
problems during an event, correct recommendations and fitting should be
utilized by all parties. The recommendations given for wetsuits used in this
study were based only upon height and weight. There may be other factors by
which one determines which size of wetsuit to buy. For example, athletes with a
history of hypertension or any other medical condition which increases their risk
for cardiac events may want to consider utilizing a wetsuit on the larger end of
the recommended threshold.
Of all the events during a triathlon event, swimming is easily the most
dangerous, with a large majority of triathlon- related deaths occurring during
this portion of the competition. The exact mechanism of these deaths remains
unclear, however, certain factors have been shown to likely be contributory.
Though much research remains to be done, this study shows that a small, tightfitting wetsuit may act as a contributing factor in these deaths, negatively
affecting important cardiovascular parameters.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

Individual data sets

I.

Demographics
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

II.

Height(cm) Mass(kg)
Age(yrs)
179
73.3
25
176
77
24
180
77.5
24
180
81.1
50
178.2
88.5
22
183
83
56
175.3
75.75
48
179
88.5
27
179
80.7
25
173
73.5
35
183
77.1
20
175.3
73.7
43

MAP (mmHg)
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NWS
Standing
98
94
91
89
87
93
96
91
97
108
80
82

NWS
Prone
103
92
97
103
87
90
98
97
84
96
82
90

SWS
Standing
98
121
99
106
90
99
102
95
87
108
91
89
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SWS
Prone
114
114
95
118
88
103
107
99
77
100
88
84

LWS
Standing
95
102
99
86
87
97
110
92
87
108
89
88

LWS
Prone
101
93
92
91
95
102
109
94
76
102
88
91

III.

RPP (bpm x mmHg)
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

IV.

NWS
Standing
11528
8054
12031
8304
9202
9527
8894
10294
9121
11032
10089
8299

NWS
Prone
8818
6626
9887
7055
7005
8273
8325
8936
7810
8775
6937
7662

SWS
Standing
10648
10682
11368
9116
8483
9764
9530
10623
9422
11130
9927
7987

SWS
Prone
10293
8116
9897
8732
6449
9175
10005
8808
7322
8987
8042
7055

LWS
Standing
10064
9697
12014
7061
8329
9794
9556
9805
8468
10958
8974
8276

LWS
Prone
9306
7171
9508
6309
7266
9545
9563
8618
7787
8846
7663
7797

NWS
Prone
24.6
48.5
22.7
32.2
35.5
17.7
53.1
25.8
55.6
16.9
47.4
22.9

SWS
Standing
10.6
21.5
18.5
10.8
47.3
28.1
33.1
7.6
11.0
5.8
18.4
11.4

SWS
Prone
45.0
53.4
46.7
41.5
58.3
47.0
33.4
35.3
45.2
17.7
22.6
28.4

LWS
Standing
8.8
30.5
11.8
15.1
13.5
19.0
37.4
7.1
17.2
4.2
19.0
12.2

LWS
Prone
47.5
58.9
29.3
29.7
70.3
31.7
51.7
33.1
22.3
19.8
49.2
18.3

HF (n.u.)
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NWS
Standing
4.8
28.1
5.8
9.3
16.9
13.4
12.5
3.0
11.9
10.2
13.6
10.8
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V.

LF (n.u.)
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

VI.

NWS
Standing
95.2
71.8
94.2
90.7
83.0
86.6
87.4
97.0
88.1
89.8
86.4
89.1

NWS
Prone
75.3
51.4
77.3
67.8
64.4
82.3
46.0
74.1
44.1
83.1
52.6
77.1

SWS
Standing
89.2
78.5
81.4
89.2
53.6
71.7
66.9
92.4
88.9
94.2
81.6
88.6

SWS
Prone
54.5
46.4
53.2
58.5
41.6
52.8
66.5
64.7
54.7
82.1
77.4
71.5

NWS
Prone
3.057
1.060
3.408
2.106
1.813
4.652
0.854
2.869
0.792
4.922
1.100
3.363

SWS
Standing
8.443
3.656
3.399
8.232
1.111
2.55
2.024
12.138
1.212
16.155
4.423
7.785

SWS
Prone
1.212
0.868
1.138
1.411
0.714
1.123
1.991
1.834
1.212
4.647
3.418
2.518

LWS
Standing
91.0
69.4
88.2
84.7
86.5
81.0
62.5
92.9
82.8
95.8
81.0
87.8

LWS
Prone
52.4
41.0
70.5
69.8
29.6
68.2
48.3
66.8
77.7
80.2
50.8
81.6

LF/HF Ratio
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NWS
Standing
19.988
2.553
16.173
9.793
4.909
6.452
6.996
32.778
7.391
8.778
6.342
8.219
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LWS
Standing
10.359
2.272
7.469
5.595
6.413
4.264
1.671
13.049
4.824
22.951
4.261
7.223

LWS
Prone
1.105
0.696
2.404
2.346
0.421
2.154
0.935
2.016
3.485
4.061
1.032
4.464

VII.

SDNN(ms)
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NWS
Standing
39.7
81.9
20.1
32.5
89.5
34.9
74.3
41.7
88.6
48.3
58.0
56.4

NWS
Prone
47.6
152.6
61.5
35.9
84.9
32.2
77.5
45.0
84.0
58.7
121.4
84.7

SWS
Standing
50.8
88.6
39.3
44.8
80.1
31.2
60.1
44.3
50.7
38.3
52.6
80.9
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SWS
Prone
30.6
152.4
32.6
44.2
80.7
36.5
50.9
61.0
50.7
51.7
97.4
68.5

LWS
Standing
35.5
74.9
35.2
42.8
61.3
35.0
68.8
34.2
61.6
47.0
75.4
81.1

LWS
Prone
31.2
120.6
36.5
34.4
90.0
26.5
60.2
51.0
56.9
55.1
110.2
37.9

APPENDIX C
Statistical tables

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: MAP
Source

Type III Sum

df

Mean

of Squares

F

Sig.

Square

Sphericity Assumed

.777

1

.777

.012

.914

Greenhouse-Geisser

.777

1.000

.777

.012

.914

Huynh-Feldt

.777

1.000

.777

.012

.914

Lower-bound

.777

1.000

.777

.012

.914

Sphericity Assumed

700.411

11

63.674

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

700.411

11.000

63.674

(position)

Huynh-Feldt

700.411

11.000

63.674

Lower-bound

700.411

11.000

63.674

Sphericity Assumed

476.598

2

238.299

3.832

.037

Greenhouse-Geisser

476.598

1.740

273.837

3.832

.045

Huynh-Feldt

476.598

2.000

238.299

3.832

.037

Lower-bound

476.598

1.000

476.598

3.832

.076

Sphericity Assumed

1368.056

22

62.184

Greenhouse-Geisser

1368.056

19.145

71.458

Huynh-Feldt

1368.056

22.000

62.184

Lower-bound

1368.056

11.000

124.369

Sphericity Assumed

6.630

2

3.315

.310

.737

Greenhouse-Geisser

6.630

1.936

3.425

.310

.730

Huynh-Feldt

6.630

2.000

3.315

.310

.737

Lower-bound

6.630

1.000

6.630

.310

.589

Sphericity Assumed

235.527

22

10.706

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

235.527

21.293

11.061

(position*size)

Huynh-Feldt

235.527

22.000

10.706

Lower-bound

235.527

11.000

21.412

position

size

Error(size)

position * size
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Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: RPP
Source

Type III Sum

df

Mean

of Squares

F

Sig.

Square

Sphericity Assumed

44185493.217

1 44185493.217

46.345

.000

Greenhouse-Geisser

44185493.217

1.000 44185493.217

46.345

.000

Huynh-Feldt

44185493.217

1.000 44185493.217

46.345

.000

Lower-bound

44185493.217

1.000 44185493.217

46.345

.000

Sphericity Assumed

10487357.328

11

953396.121

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

10487357.328

11.000

953396.121

(position)

Huynh-Feldt

10487357.328

11.000

953396.121

Lower-bound

10487357.328

11.000

953396.121

Sphericity Assumed

161346.416

2

80673.208

.054

.948

Greenhouse-Geisser

161346.416

1.297

124369.030

.054

.878

Huynh-Feldt

161346.416

1.398

115382.612

.054

.892

Lower-bound

161346.416

1.000

161346.416

.054

.821

Sphericity Assumed

33074161.292

22

1503370.968

Greenhouse-Geisser

33074161.292

14.271

2317656.550

Huynh-Feldt

33074161.292

15.382

2150191.783

Lower-bound

33074161.292

11.000

3006741.936

Sphericity Assumed

1784168.182

2

892084.091

.987

.388

Greenhouse-Geisser

1784168.182

1.209

1475273.625

.987

.356

Huynh-Feldt

1784168.182

1.278

1396044.495

.987

.360

Lower-bound

1784168.182

1.000

1784168.182

.987

.342

Sphericity Assumed

19877601.417

22

903527.337

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

19877601.417

13.303

1494197.759

(position*size)

Huynh-Feldt

19877601.417

14.058

1413952.314

Lower-bound

19877601.417

11.000

1807054.674

position

size

Error(size)

position * size
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Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: HF
Source

Type III Sum

df

Mean

of Squares

F

Sig.

Square

Sphericity Assumed

5653.212

1

5653.212

16.926

.002

Greenhouse-Geisser

5653.212

1.000

5653.212

16.926

.002

Huynh-Feldt

5653.212

1.000

5653.212

16.926

.002

Lower-bound

5653.212

1.000

5653.212

16.926

.002

Sphericity Assumed

3673.851

11

333.986

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

3673.851

11.000

333.986

(position)

Huynh-Feldt

3673.851

11.000

333.986

Lower-bound

3673.851

11.000

333.986

Sphericity Assumed

1380.369

2

690.184

2.002

.159

Greenhouse-Geisser

1380.369

1.436

961.273

2.002

.174

Huynh-Feldt

1380.369

1.593

866.734

2.002

.170

Lower-bound

1380.369

1.000

1380.369

2.002

.185

Sphericity Assumed

7583.249

22

344.693

Greenhouse-Geisser

7583.249

15.796

480.081

Huynh-Feldt

7583.249

17.519

432.866

Lower-bound

7583.249

11.000

689.386

Sphericity Assumed

483.400

2

241.700

.570

.574

Greenhouse-Geisser

483.400

1.198

403.564

.570

.494

Huynh-Feldt

483.400

1.262

382.932

.570

.502

Lower-bound

483.400

1.000

483.400

.570

.466

Sphericity Assumed

9324.422

22

423.837

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

9324.422

13.176

707.677

(position*size)

Huynh-Feldt

9324.422

13.886

671.498

Lower-bound

9324.422

11.000

847.675

position

size

Error(size)

position * size
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Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: LF
Source

Type III Sum

df

Mean

of Squares

F

Sig.

Square

Sphericity Assumed

8510.776

1

8510.776

117.189

.000

Greenhouse-Geisser

8510.776

1.000

8510.776

117.189

.000

Huynh-Feldt

8510.776

1.000

8510.776

117.189

.000

Lower-bound

8510.776

1.000

8510.776

117.189

.000

Sphericity Assumed

798.868

11

72.624

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

798.868

11.000

72.624

(position)

Huynh-Feldt

798.868

11.000

72.624

Lower-bound

798.868

11.000

72.624

Sphericity Assumed

536.510

2

268.255

2.970

.072

Greenhouse-Geisser

536.510

1.683

318.853

2.970

.083

Huynh-Feldt

536.510

1.952

274.792

2.970

.074

Lower-bound

536.510

1.000

536.510

2.970

.113

Sphericity Assumed

1987.376

22

90.335

Greenhouse-Geisser

1987.376

18.509

107.374

Huynh-Feldt

1987.376

21.477

92.536

Lower-bound

1987.376

11.000

180.671

Sphericity Assumed

4.834

2

2.417

.026

.974

Greenhouse-Geisser

4.834

1.964

2.461

.026

.973

Huynh-Feldt

4.834

2.000

2.417

.026

.974

Lower-bound

4.834

1.000

4.834

.026

.874

Sphericity Assumed

2033.173

22

92.417

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

2033.173

21.604

94.109

(position*size)

Huynh-Feldt

2033.173

22.000

92.417

Lower-bound

2033.173

11.000

184.834

position

size

Error(size)

position * size
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Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: LF/HF ratio
Source

Type III Sum

df

Mean

of Squares

F

Sig.

Square

Sphericity Assumed

639.925

1

639.925

18.246

.001

Greenhouse-Geisser

639.925

1.000

639.925

18.246

.001

Huynh-Feldt

639.925

1.000

639.925

18.246

.001

Lower-bound

639.925

1.000

639.925

18.246

.001

Sphericity Assumed

385.799

11

35.073

Greenhouse-Geisser

385.799

11.000

35.073

Huynh-Feldt

385.799

11.000

35.073

Lower-bound

385.799

11.000

35.073

Sphericity Assumed

97.511

2

48.756

4.208

.028

Greenhouse-Geisser

97.511

1.244

78.400

4.208

.053

Huynh-Feldt

97.511

1.325

73.603

4.208

.050

Lower-bound

97.511

1.000

97.511

4.208

.065

Sphericity Assumed

254.907

22

11.587

Greenhouse-Geisser

254.907

13.681

18.632

Huynh-Feldt

254.907

14.573

17.492

Lower-bound

254.907

11.000

23.173

Sphericity Assumed

57.394

2

28.697

2.843

.080

Greenhouse-Geisser

57.394

1.231

46.622

2.843

.110

Huynh-Feldt

57.394

1.307

43.897

2.843

.106

Lower-bound

57.394

1.000

57.394

2.843

.120

Sphericity Assumed

222.064

22

10.094

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

222.064

13.542

16.399

(position*size)

Huynh-Feldt

222.064

14.382

15.440

Lower-bound

222.064

11.000

20.188

position

Error(position)

size

Error(size)

position * size
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Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: SDNN
Source

Type III Sum

df

Mean

of Squares

F

Sig.

Square

Sphericity Assumed

1935.353

1

1935.353

2.719

.127

Greenhouse-Geisser

1935.353

1.000

1935.353

2.719

.127

Huynh-Feldt

1935.353

1.000

1935.353

2.719

.127

Lower-bound

1935.353

1.000

1935.353

2.719

.127

Sphericity Assumed

7828.953

11

711.723

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

7828.953

11.000

711.723

(position)

Huynh-Feldt

7828.953

11.000

711.723

Lower-bound

7828.953

11.000

711.723

Sphericity Assumed

782.733

2

391.366

3.041

.068

Greenhouse-Geisser

782.733

1.728

452.874

3.041

.078

Huynh-Feldt

782.733

2.000

391.366

3.041

.068

Lower-bound

782.733

1.000

782.733

3.041

.109

Sphericity Assumed

2831.238

22

128.693

Greenhouse-Geisser

2831.238

19.012

148.918

Huynh-Feldt

2831.238

22.000

128.693

Lower-bound

2831.238

11.000

257.385

Sphericity Assumed

601.695

2

300.847

2.698

.090

Greenhouse-Geisser

601.695

1.462

411.559

2.698

.109

Huynh-Feldt

601.695

1.630

369.211

2.698

.103

Lower-bound

601.695

1.000

601.695

2.698

.129

Sphericity Assumed

2453.140

22

111.506

Error

Greenhouse-Geisser

2453.140

16.082

152.541

(position*size)

Huynh-Feldt

2453.140

17.926

136.845

Lower-bound

2453.140

11.000

223.013

position

size

Error(size)

position * size
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